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created a custom module called form_test. In the form_test.module file, I have: $form['user']['name']['#default_value'] = 'Hello'; $form['user']['name']['#attributes']['data-test-name'] = 'My Module'; In
the form_test.html.twig file, I have: {{ node.my_module }} {{ node.my_module.name }} The Drupal site is running on a shared server and I'm using Acquia Dev Desktop 5.36.0, with the latest version

of ddev (trial 3.0.1). When I run the site, I get: The module has not been loaded. Notice: Undefined index: name in form_test_theme() (line 7 of form_test_module.js). The Form API is enabled. I have
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Windows Apps,Free Downloads for Android and iOS.Q: SQL Server CLR - return empty table when no matching rows I am trying to construct a CLR function to return a series of data. I need to do a LEFT JOIN on 3 tables from the following data-set. Table 1: [names] Table 2:

[names] Table 3: [names] Table 4: [names] Which will return: Table 1: John John John John Table 2: Jack Jack Jack Jack Table 3: Bill Bill Bill Bill Table 4: Jack Jack Jack Jack Bill Bill Bill Bill I've been trying to do this in the C# environment, and currently I've been using a
SqlDataReader as the return-type. However, I need to make sure that I'm not returning a null/empty table when there are no matching rows to be found. Is there a simple way to do this? A: It seems what you want is this: SELECT name FROM [names] WHERE 1 = 1 Or, if the

data will always be sorted: SELECT name FROM [names] WHERE 1 = 1 ORDER BY name Q: Add a function to the current program in MATLAB In MATLAB I have a bunch of assignments to do by hand for now. As a first step for me I'd like to make a template function that
includes everything that I have to do. Is there a way to create a function so that I can create the template without having to do the assignments by hand. For example: createTemplate('assignment 1','assignment 2','assignment 3') Inside the function I'd like to
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application for all Android users. Airdroid is the simple & easy-to-use remote control application.Never, ever use the sink in your kitchen for storing anything but drinking water. I'm not kidding. You may not realize that the sink is a perfect environment for mold growth. It can
be virtually guaranteed to be humid (even in the winter) and usually contains a fair amount of grease, which is a great medium for things to grow on. Make your own storage containers with common materials. Much like trying to reupholster an old chair, there is such a
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